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Abstract: Applying deep learning algorithms for scene text recognition problem can be categorized into two types 1.seq2seq 

and 2. Segmentation based approach. The model complexity and need for annotated data are two drawbacks of this 

approaches respectively. In this paper we are analysing and implementing the third approach called as classification based 

approach which is very rarely studied in literature. The advantage is simple pipeline with less parameters to train. Also the 

word level annotation is sufficient for training. We are using extended version of ResNet also called as CpNet[1]. We are 

also using separated conv with global average pooling prediction network. We demonstrated that the classification 

perspective can perform relatively good. We also used the cloud platform instance with Graphical Processing Unit for 

training the model. 

Keywords: deep learning; scene text recognition; cloud; cnn; rnn. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The text appearing in scene images or camera captured images plays important role in navigation assistant, vehicle license 

plate recognition, identity authentication, content analysis, id card scan, machine translation, industrial automation etc.Scene 

recognition is the area that deals with extracting human understandable text from scenes using Artificial Intelligence Principles 

and algorithms. The aim of scene text recognition is to extract target character sequence from cropped scene text image. The 

scene text recognition is challenging because of various factors such as font, noisy and cluttered background, alignment of text, 

font, sizes etc.  

The recent researches in neural network and specifically deep learning made text detection and recognition more accurate 

than the traditional statistical, kernel only based solutions. In this paper we explored the classification deep learning perspective 

approach for solving scene text recognition problem. The deep learning based scene text recognition methods are classified into 

two categories  

1. Segmentation based methods  

2. Seq2seq based methods  

As the name suggest the segmentation based method localizes characters in cropped scene images and creates text line by 

grouping extracted characters. The findings are that this methods are tedious as they demands annotation of characters in 

training images.  

The seq2seq methods uses encoder decoder framework to translate scene text recognition instance into target text sequence 

and hence does not need costly steps like character annotation. But as can be observed the training pipeline is lengthy and hence 

may increase training time. Broadly it includes 2 stages 1. Image encoding where Convolutional Neural Network is used to 
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extract visual features from instance followed by feeding output of this to recurrent neural network then to 

transformer(encoder). Then either Connectionist temporal classification or transformer(decoder) will be used to generate text 

line.  

The image classification problem is also one area where deep learning techniques are used extensively. In image 

classification problem the model outputs if the input instance is instance of target concept or not.  

Very less efforts could be found based on image classification approach for Scene text recognition. As this method avoid 

character level modelling, models need more data for training. And most of accessible scene text detection and recognition 

datasets comprises limited number of images. This demands synthetic data generation approach for creating large training 

datasets. The previous classification based approach CHAR[16] added constraints like size of word must be maximum K(some 

constant). The advantage of this is the training process becomes easy but need to compromise on accuracy front.  

In this paper we analyzed the classification based approach comprising prediction network with global average pooling 

and separated convolution layers. We also analyzed the performance of backbone network called as Classification Perspective 

network also called as CpNet[1]. This network is characterized by support for large receptive fields, focus on crucial features. 

The proposed architecture compromises less number of parameters with comparable back propagation computations. 

The flow can be seen in Fig 1. depicts the overall flow. 

 
Fig 1. CSTR Flow 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The main challenges in scene text detection and recognition involves 1. different orientation, font, sizes, color 2. 

Background creating error and confusion 3. Noise, low resolution, non uniform illumination, partial occlusion etc. To solve this 

issues researcher came with various feature representation because feature representation plays important role in performance, 

accuracy of machine learning algorithms. The methods for scene text detection can classified as texture based methods and 

component based methods. The recent literatures are mostly focused on later one. The most cited among this types are Stroke 

Width Transform[9] and MSER based approach[10]. SWT is based on the uniform stroke of the text line. MSER based 

approach finds the stable regions from image as text candidate and then rejects invalid members using classifiers. Further the 

output of MSER based results are fed to character recognition model to get recognized string. In [11]  Neuman et al extends 

MSER based recognition using mix of sliding window based method and component based method. For modelling the 

characters stroke in text line they used bar filter.   

 In [12] Chucai Yi et al proposed four types of key point detector followed by HOG and Gaussian Mixture Model for 

modelling the training data character patches.  

 Recently the deep learning based methods had proven themselves in scene text detection and recognition field. The deep 

learning based methods are broadly classified into 1. Seq2seq 2. Segmentation based 3. Classification based method. 

The seq2seq methods uses encoder decoder framework for mapping entire cropped text instance image to target string 

sequence. Encoder-decoder framework is different than traditional neural network as they can be used to map varying size 
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sequence to another sequence. The most of the seq2seq based methods uses CNN, RNN and transformer encoder[12] or their 

combination for encoding the input text image. Then the context vector is decoded by Connectionist temporal classification[13], 

attention based RNN[14] or transformer decoder[12] .  The following diagram depicts the encoder decoder architecture. 

 
Fig. 2  Encoder-Decoder framework 

 

Segmentation based methods performs the locating and recognition at character level and then the characters are grouped 

to form text line. The disadvantage is that it needs annotated data for training. Very less effort could be found with synthetic 

data for training the segmentation approach based model.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Backbone network 

The solution that we analysed consist of two main components 1. Backbone network and 2. Prediction network. The 

backbone network is for extracting features from input image using CNN and prediction layer predicts the text line. 

The backbone network of model is based on the ResNet[7]. In [7] ResNet is used for Convulational Neural Network. The 

ResNet was designed for fighting the vanishing gradient problem hence became very famous in computer vision domain. The 

residual block forms the building block of ResNet. All ResNet block  have the following format: {[kernel_size, 

number_of_channels ] x }. Each of this block has stride and padding of 0. The other layers in the network have following 

format: {kernelw x kernelh, stridew x strideh, padw x padh,channels }. For max pooling layer the architecture is {kernelw x kernelh, 

stridew x strideh, padw x padh}. The h and w are height and width of feature maps. The approach is to use 1D Convolution when 

the dimensions between input and output are different. And identity is preferred if the dimensions are same. The architecture 

can be seen in the following table. 

Table 1. CPNet Body Architecture. 

Stage Name Type/Stride filter shape 

Stage-1 Conv/S1: 1 x 3 x 3 x 48 

Conv/S1: 48x3x3x96 

Stage-2 Pool/S2: 2 x 2 

                               Conv/s1: 96 x 3 x 3 x 192                           x1 

Conv/ s1: 192 x 3  x 3 x 192 

Conv/s1: 192 x 3 x 3 x 192 

Stage-3 SADM-A 

                            Conv/s1 : 192 x 3 x 3 x 384                         x 4 

Conv/s1: 384 x 3 x 3 x 384  

Conv/s1: 384 X 3 X 3 X 384 

Stage-4 SADM-A 

                            Conv/s1 : 384 x 3 x 3 x 768                         x 7 

Conv/s1: 768 x 3 x 3 x 768 

Conv/s1: 768 x 3 x 3 x 768 

                            Conv/s1 : 768 x 3 x 3 x 768                         x 5 

                                                        Conv/s1: 768 x 3 x 3 x 768  

Stage-5 SADM-B 

                            Conv/s1 : 768 x 3 x 3 x 768                         x 3 

                                                      Conv/s1: 768 x 3 x 3 x 768 

Conv/s1: 768 x 2 x 2 x 768 
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  The more layers are introduced at stage-3 and stage-4 and more residual blocks are inserted in stage-5. The network 

width is expanded by 1.5 and the input image resolution is enlarged from 32x128 to 48x192 as described in[8]. In this paper [8] 

they proposed a new scaling method for scaling resolution, depth, width uniformly.  

The solution also use feature pyramid network to aggregate feature maps from stage-3, stage-4 and stage-5. That leads to 

output feature map with ¼ th of actual image. It can be seen in the fig 3. It is helpful for developing high level semantic feature 

maps at all level. There are 2 approaches named as a. Bottom up approach. b. Top down approach.  

The classification based approach can again be enhanced using attention module[15]. The Convolutional Block Attention 

Module[15] is simple, lightweight, effective attention module for Convolutional Neural Network. On intermediate feature map  

the CBAM infers sequentially the attention maps along two dimensions 1. Spatial    2. Channel. Then the attention maps are 

multiplied to input feature map for adaptive refinement of features. The CBAM architecture is given in fig 4.To get the 

important features and ignore unnecessary the solutions uses attention modules in all residual blocks.  

The solution also contains downsampling module with semantic awareness SADM[17]. The standard downsampling 

module are equipped with non local unit which can effectively capture spatial relationship between the features at global level 

for making the decision concerning about which features to preserve while downsampling. Thus it preserves the discriminative 

information and reduces respective losses. Fig 5. Depicts the two SADM architectures. 

 

 
Fig. 3  Feature Pyramid Network 

 

 
Fig 4. Convolutional Block Attetion Module 

 

 
Fig 5. The model architecture of SADM 
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B. Prediction Network: 

The output feature of backbone network is fed to prediction network for predicting text line. There are many choices of 

prediction network design. Based on current research in STR and classification we analysed three types of predication networks 

as follows. 

Shared conv prediction network(SHPN): It uses convolution layer followed by backbone network. If the dimension of the 

feature from backbone network is Cin x H x W, then the maximum length of prediction word is W. This is widely used network 

design for Connectionist Temporal classification based network designs[18, 19]. The SHPN is shown in 6(a). 

Separated conv prediction network(SEPN): It uses separated convolution layers in parallel after backbone network. 

Considering the image size specified in above case, the number of parallel convolution layers will be W. The network needs 

more parameters than the previous case. The SEPN is shown in 6(b). 

Separated conv with global average pooling prediction network(SPPN): It utilizes global average pooling layer after 

backbone network followed by separated convolution layers. The idea behind it is to introduce global semantic information in 

the next stage[20]. It is shown in 6(c). 

SHPN and SEPN maintains global locational information as it splits the input feature into W features each with dimension 

is Cin X H X 1. To help in maintaining the character order of each split it should uses global semantic information. But because 

of receptive field restriction and varying character distributions among sample the SHPN and SEPN could not satisfy this 

requirement. But with average pooling we can use  the global semantic information to the feature which encodes the character 

position implicitly. 

The solution is not adopting strategy of CHAR[16]. As the CHAR[16] uses number of fully connected layers in prediction 

network. The advantages of this solution over CHAR[16] are global semantic information and avoiding size of parameters set. 

 
Fig 6. The architecture of the prediction network. (a) SHPN. (b) SEPN. (c) SPPN. Cin represents the input channels, Cout represents the output channel, H 

represents the height of the feature map, W represents the width of the feature map. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 

1. Datasets:  

1.1 Training dataset: The synthetic datasets are proven to be helpful in training the model even for scene text recognition 

and detection. The following 2 datasets are used for training the model. 
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1.1.1 MJSynth(MJ)[Reference from paper]. This dataset is created from 90K lexicons of English word. 

Synthentic Text are embedded in the images. Thus 9 million word box images are created  

1.1.2 SynthText(ST)[reference from paper]. It is again a dataset synthesized for scene text detection and 

recognition. It contains 8 million text boxes from 800k synthetic scene images. 

2. Validation dataset: 

Following datasets are used for validation and benchmarking. Datasets contains regular and irregular text. 

2.1 ICDAR 2003 (IC03) [21] was a robust reading competition consisting of camera captured images. It contains 1111 

images for validation purpose. 

2.2 ICDAR 2013(IC13)[22] contains 1095 images for validation where pruning words with non-alphanumeric    

characters results in 1015 images. 

2.2 IIIT 5K-Words (IIIT5k) [23] is harvested from Google image search. The dataset contains 5000 cropped word 

images from Scene Texts and born-digital images. 

2.3 Street View Text (SVT) [24] has 647 testing images cropped form Google Street View. Many images are severely 

corrupted by noise, blur, and low resolution. 

2.4 Street View Text-Perspective (SVTP) [32] is also cropped form Google Street View. There are 645 test images in 

this set and many of them are prospectively distorted. 

We used the Lightning memory mapped database LMDB[26]  form of above dataset available  at [27]. Lightning 

memory mapped database. 

 

3. Implementation Details: 

3.1 Software and Hardware: The model training and testing are done on aws(amazon web service).  The hardware 

configuration is 8 Vcpu, 61 GB of Ram, 1 V100 GPU with 16 GB of GPU memory. The code is written using 

pytorch to get the benefit of performance on GPU. The label smoothing and warming up are used for training, 

 

Method Data Annos IIIT5K SVT IC03 IC13 IC15 SVTP 

    

3000 647 860 867 857 1015 1811 2077 639 645 

Seq2seq 

AON[6] 

MJ + 

ST Word 87 82.8 - 91.5 - - - 68.2 73 - 

FAN[7] MJ+ST Word 87.4 85.9 - 94.2 - 93.3 70.6 - - - 

Baek[18] MJ+ST Word 87.9 87.5 95 94.4 94 92.3 77.6 71.8 - 79.2 

SEED[5] 

MJ + 

ST Word 93.8 89.6 - - - 92.8 - 80 - 81.4 

SRN[20] MJ+ST Word 94.8 91.5 - - - 95.5 82.7 - 85.1 - 

ASTER[4] MJ+ST Word 93.4 89.5 95 - - 91.8 - 76.1 78.5 - 

SAR[30] 

MJ + 

ST Word 91.5 84.5 - - - 91 - 69.2 76.4 - 

SATRN[3] MJ+ST Word 92.8 91.3 - 96.7 - 94.1 - 79 - 86.5 

DAN[2] MJ+ST Word 94.3 89.2 - 95 - 93.9 - 74.5 80 - 

Segmentation 
CA-FCN[32] ST word,char 91.9 86.4 - - - 91.5 - - - - 

TextScanner[33] MJ+ST word,char 93.9 90.1 - - - 92.9 - 79.4 84.3 - 

Classification 

CHAR[34] MJ Word - 68 - - - - - - 79.5 - 

CSTR 
MJ + 
ST Word 93.7 90.1 95 94.8 95 93.2 85.6 81.6 - 85 

STN-CSTR 
MJ + 
ST Word 94.2 92.3 95 95.4 96 94.1 86.1 82 - 86.2 
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validation. The batch size is 192. Adadelta optimizer is used. The 300000 iterations are used and the learning rate 

is decreased 10-1 and 10-2    at 15k iterations and 25k iterations.    

3.2 Other settings: The size of image is set to 48x192. The number of character classes is set to 37, including 26 

alphabets, 10 digits and 1 end token. And the max length of the output sequence is set to 25(k). 

3.3 Image pre-processing: The noise in the images are added using standard operation like motion blur, Gaussian 

noise, colour jitter. 

3.4 Model Training: We trained model without any fine tuning specific to dataset. 

3.5 Model Testing: At runtime, images are rescaled to 48 x 192 without keeping ratio. Unlike [30, 31], we do not use 

test time augmentation like beam-search or rotating images whose height is larger than width. The predicted text 

line is calculated by taking the highest probability character at each head and remove the end token. 

4. Comparisons With Other Methods: 

 The comparison of solution with other approaches can be seen in table number 2. We only compare the results without 

any lexicon, because the lexicon is always unknown before recognition in practical use. 

From table, it can be seen that our approach is giving accuracy increase of 22.1% on SVT and 13.7% increase on IC13. 

Compared with seq2seq-based and segmentation-based methods, our approach also achieves comparable performance 

although CSTR is just a simple image classification method. Actually, our model performs the best on 1 of the 6 

evaluated text settings which shows the feasibility of perspective from image classification. The advantage of our 

model is obvious, it is easy to implement and simple for both training and testing phases. Furthermore, STN-CSTR 

performs the best on two benchmarks (SVT, IC15) and the second best on three benchmarks (IC03, IC13, SVTP) 

compared with previous works. 

Table no 2. Comparisons of scene text recognition performance with previous methods on several benchmarks. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have analyzed the classification perspective for scene text recognition problem. The base paper named it 

CSTR. It consist of CPNet and SPPN which is composed of global average pooling layer and independent convolutional layer. 

Both of them are responsible for predicting corresponding character in text line. The simple architecture of CpNet makes it easy 

to train, implement and deploy. It also achieved state of the art performance. 
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